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Abstract
To date, social media platforms have employed warnings
about posted content to combat disinformation campaigns
that attempt to strategically mislead users for political gain.
In this paper, we consider account-focused warnings to exist-
ing content-focused approaches to slowing a disinformation
campaign’s spread. We reviewed 65 anti-disinformation re-
sources to identify possible account-focused warning fea-
tures. Then, we created mock warnings for Twitter using
these features and surveyed 942 users on Prolific. We found
account-focused warnings are more effective at reducing per-
ceived content accuracy. Participants were also generally com-
fortable with both account-focused and content-focused anti-
disinformation warnings. However, perceived content accu-
racy and concerns were affected by partisanship. Based on
our study, we recommend account-focused warnings as a use-
ful tool against disinformation campaigns on social media, if
used responsibly and transparently.

1 Introduction

Political discourse has fundamentally changed with the advent
of social media [24]; bots have become more common as a
means to influence political conversations [25], and politicians
that previously would not have received much media attention
have been able to garner attention [10]. At the same time,
misleading and false information has proliferated on these
platforms at a scale challenging their ability to stay ahead of
bad actors attempting to sway discourse [16]. One particularly
challenging problem is disinformation campaigns, sometimes
referred to as coordinated inauthentic behaviour [8]. In these
campaigns, multiple accounts run by one or more users pur-
posefully spread false or misleading information in a coordi-
nated fashion intended to maximize their efforts’ reach and
effect. [2]. This differs from misinformation as the primary
goal is to sow confusion and discord, while accounts spread-
ing misinformation may not do so with malicious intent.

Efforts to disrupt disinformation campaigns from spreading
on social media have been focused mainly on content mod-

eration. In mid-2017 Facebook [15] and Twitter [7] started
taking a more proactive approach and began to add warnings
to some types of content. Now content warning labels are
common on both platforms and used in a variety of contexts.

Social media platforms have taken actions directly on ac-
counts engaged in disinformation campaigns using methods
such as temporary bans or de-platforming. However, these
actions and the reasoning behind them are not immediately
visible to users, but instead are published in lengthy periodical
reports on corporate sites [14, 23]. Prior work investigating
users’ methods for determining message credibility suggests
presenting this information directly to users in a warning may
be beneficial [1, 3, 5, 5, 9, 11, 21]. In this paper we seek to
evaluate the possible benefit of account-focused warnings on
social media platforms. We test the following hypotheses:

H1: Account-focused warnings are more effective than
content-focused warnings at reducing user trust in as-
sociated content.

H2: Users are more comfortable with a social media plat-
form’s use of account-focused warnings than content-
focused warnings.

Hypothesis H1 directly compares account-focused warn-
ings to traditional content-focused ones. To evaluate user trust
in associated content, we consider whether the warning af-
fects the users’ belief that the content is accurate and the users’
reported likelihood to share the content. By inducing a higher
level of uncertainty about the content on initial review, an ef-
fective warning helps support more critical user engagement
with the content and can slow disinformation campaigns.

We also seek to understand whether users are comfortable
with account-focused warnings (H2) and whether there are
alternative warning presentations which might increase com-
fort. If users are uncomfortable with these warnings, they are
less likely to trust the platforms’ assessment of the account or
content, and therefore less likely to believe the information
included in the warnings [3, 11].

We first conducted a review of 65 existing anti-
disinformation resources to establish a set of possible account-
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and content-focused warning features for comparison. Next,
we surveyed 942 US social media users to measure account-
and content-focused Twitter warnings’ effect on user percep-
tions of message trustworthiness. We measured perceived
trustworthiness by asking about the content’s accuracy and
by asking directly about the warning’s effect.

Our results show that warnings highlighting accounts which
misrepresent themselves or regularly engage in bot-like or
coordinated questionable behaviors were more likely to cause
participants to question the accuracy of quoted content. Addi-
tionally, while content partisanship played a significant role—
as might be expected—its impact on participants’ responses
and who their distrust was directed toward differed between
Trump voting participants and Biden ones. Biden voting par-
ticipants were more likely to distrust Republican quoted con-
tent, regardless of the warning. Whereas, Trump voting par-
ticipants were more likely to report higher trustworthiness in
quoted content regardless of the content’s partisanship.

2 Study Design

In order to answer these research questions we conducted a
two part study. The first part was a comprehensive resource
review of disinformation tools followed by an user survey that
looked at the effectiveness of account warnings.

2.1 Resource Review

To inform the design of candidate warnings for H1, we looked
to existing anti-disinformation resources that provide users
with information about disinformation campaigns and their
associated accounts. We identified a canonical list of 78 anti-
disinformation resources compiled by the RAND Corpora-
tion [22]—an organization with deep disinformation exper-
tise [4, 13]. We paired the RAND list to 65 resources for our
analysis after accounting for dead links and broken resources.

Two researchers performed an iterative initial coding [6,
19] of all 65 resources. For each resource, the researchers
identified the Type of Information given to a user (e.g., account
details, how to spot disinformation, fact-checking) and its
Presentation Medium (e.g., text, dashboards, videos, graphs).
To assess inter-rater reliability, we used Krippendorff’s Alpha
(α) as it accounts for chance agreements [12]. This process
was repeated for four rounds when sufficient reliability was
achieved for all variables (α > 0.80) [12].

We then created five higher level categorizations for Type of
Information (bots/misrepresentation, account networks, inves-
tigations/discussions, sourcing/posts, and miscellaneous) and
Presentation Medium (text, quantitative measure, changes to
page, and content). We found additional categories that were
interesting, but they were not as relevant to our investigation
as they could not be easily presented in the form of a warning.

Figure 1: A Example of tweet and warning with Type as
Behaviour and Presentation as Quantitative. A also shows the
parts of the quoted tweet in red. B-D are example warnings
with Presentation as Text. B has Type as Connections, C as
Qualitative, and D shows Twitter’s content-focused warnings.

2.2 User Study

Next, we ran a user survey where participants were shown
a series of tweeted stories with various warnings applied de-
pending on the treatment condition. We focused specifically
on Twitter as it is a well known platform that is actively try-
ing to address disinformation campaigns. In this section, we
describe the design of the story presented to participants (See
Figure 1 for an example), along with the survey design.

Content & Account. All messages were shown in the form
of a quote tweet, where a story is originally shared by a mock
news organization named to avoid partisan signals. Twitter’s
Quote Tweet functionality is used as part of disinformation
campaigns since it amplifies a divisive message. In addition
to this baseline structure, we varied the quoting account name
and profile picture, as well as the original content. Specifically,
we tested three account/content variations to test the effect of
tweet partisanship: Left-Wing Account/Anti-Republican Con-
tent (Left-Wing), Right-Wing Account/Anti-Democrat Con-
tent (Right-Wing), or Science Account/Public Health Content
(Public Health). In the partisan treatments, we selected con-
tent portraying the other partisan group negatively, as negative
messages are likely to be more divisive—a common goal in
disinformation campaigns [20]. For example, in Figure 1.A,
we present a Left-Wing tweet. A left-wing account name
(Medicare4All) and picture (a BlackLivesMatter logo) are
shown tweeting a negative story about Republicans. For each
of type, we also included two possible stories, one pulled from
the headlines and fact checked, though not widely shared or
covered nationally, and the other made up by the researchers.
We chose to vary content veracity to ensure any effect on per-
ceived trust was not caused by our choice of mock tweets. We
used a full-factorial combination of content veracity and parti-
sanship to create six mock quote tweets. Each participant was
shown one tweet from each partisan group (i.e., Left-Wing,
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Right-Wing, and Public health), ordered randomly.

Warnings. For our mock warnings, we began with the text
of Twitter’s existing content-focused warning (Figure 1.D)
and modified based on our results from Section 2.1 accord-
ing to two variables: Type and Quantitative Included. For
Type, we tested four options: 1) Account Behaviour & Mis-
representation (Figure 1.A), actions taken by the account
exhibit bot-like behaviors or misrepresentation to influence
target audience (e.g., frequently changing account name to
affiliate with opposing political groups); 2) Account Connec-
tions (Figure 1.B), associated with other accounts identified
as part of a disinformation campaign; 3) Qualitative Evalua-
tion (Figure 1.C), deemed by an expert panel to be part of a
disinformation campaign; 4) Twitter’s content warning (Fig-
ure 1.D), the participant was shown Twitter’s current content
warning. The Quantitative Included variable was binary, with
the warning either including a quantitative measure (i.e., a nu-
merical measure of the warning’s accuracy) or not. Therefore,
for each of our four types, we created two possible warnings,
giving us eight warning conditions. We also included a control
treatment in which participants were not shown any warning.
The full set of conditions can be found in our supplemental
material.1

Survey Procedure. Participants were shown three tweets, one
tweet from each of the three partisan content types (i.e., Left-
Wing, Right-Wing, and Public Health). Each tweet was ran-
domly assigned one of nine warning conditions. We ensured
the conditions were balanced and the tweet order was random-
ized to avoid ordering effects [18]. All the warning/partisan
content combinations were shown to at least 51 participants.

After each tweet, participants were asked to rate the tweet’s
accuracy and their likelihood to share it on a five-point Likert
scales. These questions were chosen to evaluate hypothesis
H1. After seeing all three tweets, we showed participants the
tweets again in the same order and asked which parts of the
tweet affected their perception of the content s accuracy. If
the participants was shown a warning, we also asked them to
rate their perception of the warning’s effect on a four-point
Likert scale. When asking about the Public Health tweet, we
included an attention check asking the participant to select the
name of the news organization (which was visible on-screen)
that reported the quoted content.

We also asked participants to consider their comfort with
account- and content-focused warnings generally (H2). Par-
ticipants rated on a five-point Likert-scale scale from “Not
at all comfortable” to “Very comfortable”, their comfort with
content- and account-focused warnings and explained their
reasoning in a free-response question. Prior to showing these
questions, we defined account- and content-focused warnings
and showed examples of each. We randomized account- and
content-focused question ordering [18].

1Supplemental material can be found at https://osf.io/v4ndw/
?view_only=8077fc858a1a448f9df59d2ade1287c5.

After completing the survey, participants were given links
to disinformation education resources and told which head-
lines shown during the survey were factually correct.
Recruitment. We conducted our survey on Prolific [17]. To
avoid self-selection biases, we did not mention disinformation
campaigns explicitly in our study description. We limited
participation to users over 18 years old and located in the US.
To keep vote choice balanced, we recruited in multiple rounds
and filtered based on vote choice. Participants were paid $3
upon completion (approximately $12/hour).
Ethics. Our study was approved by Tufts’ and the University
of Chicago’s Institutional Review Boards. All participants
provided informed consent at the start of the survey. We did
not collect identifiable information beyond participant Prolific
IDs, which were only used for participant compensation.

3 Results

In total, 942 participants completed our survey, passed the
attention check, and did not provide nonsensical or unrespon-
sive answers to free-text questions. For brevity, we present the
most salient results from our analysis of these 942 responses.

3.1 Account-focused vs. Content-focused (H1)
To evaluate H1, we first compare responses between partic-
ipants shown account- and content-focused warnings. For
brevity, we will only discuss perceived accuracy (regression
results give in Table 1), as participants’ reported likelihood to
share content closely matched perceived accuracy.
Account-focused warnings lower perceived accuracy.
Account-focused warnings had a significant effect on par-
ticipants’ perception of the quoted tweet’s accuracy. Partic-
ipants were less likely to perceive a quoted tweet as accu-
rate if an account-focused warning was shown instead of a
content-focused warning (OR=0.78, p=0.016). Specifically,
warnings of Type Behaviour had the largest effect on accu-
racy (OR=0.68, p=0.002). Account-focused warnings’ effects
were also evident in our qualitative responses. 28.13% of par-
ticipants said the warning was informative when an account-
focused warning was shown, compared to 23% of participants
shown content-focused warnings.
Responses vary by party. While Behaviour warnings were
effective in decreasing perceived accuracy, we also observed
significant partisan effects. Overall, partisan quoted tweets
(i.e., Left-Wing or Right-Wing) were less likely to be viewed
as accurate than Public Health tweets (OR=0.59, p<0.001
and OR=0.32, p=0.59, respectively). Biden voters rated 68%
of Right-Wing content as inaccurate, but only 41% said Left-
Wing content was inaccurate. In a majority of cases (62%),
Biden voters explained that prior knowledge and the warn-
ing confirmed their pre-existing beliefs. For instance, P58
said, “Honestly, I’m more likely to believe that a warning has
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Variable Value OR p-value CI

W
ar

ni
ng

Presentation Text - - -

Quantitative 0.85 0.058 [0.74, 0.98]

Type

Twitter - - -
No Warning 1.68 0.001 [1.3, 2.18]
Behaviour 0.68 0.002 [0.56, 0.83]

Connections 0.86 0.223 [0.71, 1.05]
Qualitative 0.82 0.1 [0.67, 1.0]

Po
st

Partisanship
Public Health - - -

Left-Wing 0.59 0.0 [0.49, 0.72]
Right-Wing 0.32 0.0 [0.26, .39]

Veracity False - - -
True 1.43 0.0 [1.23, 1.66]

Pa
rt

ic
ip

an
t

2020 Vote

Biden - - -

No Response 1.67 0.026 [1.14, 2.45]
Other 1.35 0.032 [1.07, 1.7]
Trump 1.33 0.016 [1.1, 1.62]

Partisanship
Bi-Partisan - - -

of News
Moderate 0.62 0.013 [0.46, 0.85]

Conservative 1.03 0.877 [0.74, 1.43]
Liberal 0.93 0.663 [0.71, 1.22]
None 0.9 0.477 [0.71, 1.14]
Mixed 0.83 0.184 [0.65, 1.05]

Social Media Low - - -
News Consumed High 1.25 0.018 [1.07, 1.46]

* Significant effect – Base case (Odds ratio defined as 1)

Table 1: Results of perceived accuracy regression split by
presentation and type. OR above one implies more likely to
believe quoted content was accurate than the base case.

more validity on right leaning accounts/sources.” Conversely,
Trump voters, focused their distrust toward the warnings them-
selves with 44.88% saying the warnings were biased or in-
accurate. Trump voters were more likely to view the quoted
content as accurate than Biden voters (OR=1.33, p=.016).

3.2 Comfort with warnings (H2)

Participants reported being Somewhat or Very Comfortable
with both account-focused (56%) and content-focused (63%)
warnings. Many participants (72%) pointed to the usefulness
of both warning types when asked why they were or were not
comfortable. This was the dominant response among partic-
ipants and across parties. Participants reasons for believing
the warnings were useful varied from helping figure out what
news is accurate (“it allow us to know which news is true or
false” P645) or protecting them from malicious actors (“If
someone following me seems to be a scam, or bot account I
would like to know because I do not feel comfortable with
them seeing my information.” P659) to improving the social
media information ecosystem by holding malicious actors
accountable (“If an account continuously spreads false in-
formation then they should be held accountable. . . ” P355).
These responses were similar in nature to participants’ reasons
for finding specific warnings we tested useful in Section 3.1.

Many participants had concerns with warnings even if they
said they were comfortable with them and that warnings might
be helpful. We found the following three major concerns.

Distrust of social media companies. A large portion of par-
ticipants distrusted social media companies themselves (41%)
believing these companies were biased against specific pop-
ulations. P600 explained, “I do not trust the social media
companies to be arbiters of truth. I believe they are agenda
driven and are passing their opinions off as facts.”

(In)Accuracy. Participants were also concerned about warn-
ing inaccuracy (16%). Some participants personally being
flagged, or knowing people who had been, with warnings they
thought were inaccurate. P494 said, “Automation has flagged
myself and my friends for tons of innocuous content, particu-
larly satire. There is no room for nuance with AI.” Participants
also raised accuracy concerns around the inherent changing
nature of information over time, particularly in science. As
P129 explained, “Science is full of disagreements. Who’s to
say which expert is right or wrong?. . . Hell, Einstein said
Quantum Physicists were wrong.”

Clarification and more information. Finally, participants
mentioned that more information was needed (4%) to clarify
how warnings are being applied and how to use this infor-
mation. P617 summed this concern up well, “If something is
inaccurate, you need to tell me what’s inaccurate. ‘Some or
all of the content conflicts with guidance from public health
experts’ is meaningless. Eating pancakes with syrup ‘conflicts
with guidance from public health experts.”’

Political lean affects warning comfort. We also observed
that these concerns about warnings were correlated with par-
ticipants’ partisan lean. While a plurality of Trump voting
participants said warnings were useful (47%), the vast ma-
jority of Biden voters reported warnings as useful (87%).
Trump voters also reported concerns more often than Biden
voters with abuse (39% vs. 13%) and accuracy (18% vs. 15%).
We also observed that participants who reported consuming
only conservative sources (e.g., New York Post, Fox News,
and Sean Hannity Show) were less likely to be comfortable
with both account-focused (OR: 0.36, p< 0.001) and content-
focused (OR: 0.43, p: 0.002) warnings.

4 Conclusion

Account-focused warnings appear to be a small step in the
right direction. These types of warnings would be a helpful
tool for social media companies as they try to slow possible
disinformation campaigns, while taking time to validate and
verify an account’s participation in a disinformation campaign.
However, given distinguishing dis- and mis-informaiton is
incredibly hard and many of these issues are highly partisan
in nature, these warnings are not a silver bullet and should be
considered in the context of broader systemic changes.
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